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Golden XRP will lead 
cryptocurrency into the 
Golden era. We will 

revolutionize reward based 
utility & provide loyal holders 
with golden rewards in XRP 
unlike ever seen before.  We 
are a are a long term investment 
project that aim to reward 
investors, in particular those 
who have lost in the past. 



Trust & Transparency  |  Professionalism  |  Community Orientated  |  Setting Standards

•  Significant golden rewards / dividends in XRP auto distributed to your wallet daily.
•  Trust, transparency & open communication from the dedicated team.

•  Revolutionary tokenomics created to reward holders with passive income.
•  Golden, innovative, appealing name, image & utility.

This is a critical ingredient for the long term success of this project & aspiring to reach 
the golden multi billion dollar market cap. Liquidity has been locked, the contract is 
not renounced & audited available for anyone to review. The team is always available 
for questions and there are regular AMAs. Our promise is to communicate every day 

with our community, who are the foundation of any successful project. 



To provide a reliable, trustworthy & lucrative investment platform

Empower investors to earn significant passive income in XRP 

To become a house-hold name in the crypto space 

 Initiate the start of the Golden era of cryptocurrency



Golden XRP is specifically designed to handsomely reward the loyalty of its golden holders, who are 
showered with gold, in this case significant dividends in XRP (on the Binance smart chain). Thus 

providing a lucrative passive income stream far superior to the competition. 

This is a revolutionary yield-generating contract that investors will flock to. Loyal golden holders will 
generate significant XRP dividends from the day traders, panic sellers and pump & dumpers who drive 

the volume. 

JJust like owning conventional stocks, you will profit twice fold, though with the high trade volume 
associated with crypto, at an exponential rate. You earn dividends by holding Golden XRP & your 
initial capital investment will grow in relation to the market cap as this token goes viral with the 

elaborate marketing plan in store.

The token contract applies a binary rewards system - 15% on every transaction & 23% on sales is 
redistributed. The redistribution is allocated as such:

LIQUIDITY MARKETING REWARDS

LIQUIDITY MARKETING REWARDS



- Audit tweet pre-launch
- Audit release right after 

launch
- Website, telegram & twitter
- Update BSC scan information
- Establish En- Establish English, Chinese, 
Turkish, Hindi/Urdu & Spanish 

world groups
- Organic awareness 

campaign
- 1000 TG member Fair launch
- CG & C- CG & CMC application 

submissions
    - CMS posts & Coinhunt 

promo
    - Poocoin Ads

-YouTube & Twitter campaigns 
both small and big names

-Meme & Shilling competitions

-Coinsniper promo

-Watcher.Guru promo

-Dextools trending

-Reddit trending posts on CMS

-BTOK Ads

-Chinese Influencers

-Huge American & 
International Influencers

-Dextools & CMC trending

-Certik Audit & Fast Tracking

- - Initiation of Ecosystem

- Simple game part 1



-Billboard in Time Square

-World renowned brand 
ambassadors – actors

-Dextools & CMC trending

-Clothing & collectibles 
collection

-Golden -Golden filters social media 
photos

-Virtual revolutionary Golden 
NFT platform

-Major exchange listings

-Live stream with Tesla

-Launch GXRP Balloon

-Huge Influencers, actors, 
musicians promotions

-Athletes e.g. boxers / UFC

-Golden AR Gaming part 2

-Golden tesla g-Golden tesla giveaway + real 
gold coin give aways

- Contact world renowned 
Actors, influencers, athletes

- World record revolutionary 
marketing never been done 

before

- Huge stunts that will get 
mass media attention

- 10 - 10 golden Tesla give away

- Golden Virtual World, 
gaming part 3 & Gold Mining



T.ME/GOLDENXRP TWITTER.COM/GOLDENXRP
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